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Imagine this: Five eminently stylish and hilariously witty gay men—Ted Allen, Kyan Douglas, Thom
Filicia, Carson Kressley, and Jai Rodriguez—invade your life, assess your strengths and
weaknesses, and, throughout a day, cause you to better dressed, better groomed, better
mannered, and an improved cook, living in an improved home. All of this is painless (if you don't
have an extremely egregious body-hair circumstance), liberating, and downright fun. This is
exactly what Queer Vision for the Straight Guy does every week on one of the hottest TV
shows in storage, as the Fab 5—authoritative experts in food and wine, grooming, decorating,
fashion, and culture— But Queer Eye doesn't try to make you outfit like Carson or dance like Jai;
And this is what the reserve offers: the fundamental "have lengthy reaped by taking into
consideration the day-to-day details that make them look better, feel better, and get more out
of life. suggestions from each of the Fab 5. Similar to the show, the book focuses on easy but
lasting way of life transformation—the real you.From Kyan's instructions on what often to clean
your hair to Carson's explanation of why shirts will be the new ties, from Ted's approaches for
ordering wine and Thom's suggestions about a better bathroom to Jai's hints on shaking hands,
Queer Eyesight for the Straight Guy is filled up with clear, direct advice on the problems that
confront every man.turn an everyman frog into an every-girl's-fantasy prince. In this reserve, the
Fab 5 sets them straight (so to speak). It's about assisting you realize the very best expression
of yourself—the tasks, the projects, the modest purchases, and, most important, the brand new
attitudes that immediately help to make a noticeable difference.Queer Eyes introduces men to
the rewards that women—and lots of gay men—make better" Many straight men have long felt
that these subjects aren't for them. Nothing at all could possibly be sillier. it's about teaching
you how to refine your own private style, without throwing away your entire closet and buying
a whole new everything.
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Buy it for the house, grooming and clothing style, music and disposition, and food preparation
oh the cooking. Had this once and purchasing again (dropped in a move I assume). Really
buying it for 2 dishes: making a real steak and roasting potatoes and vegetables. It gives
great guidance on grooming, cooking, purchasing, manners, etc. Greatest steak ever and the
aroma of the roasting fills the home and is so good.. great reserve from back in your day. I
adored it; and my wife, guests and now grandkids love the food preparation (yes my wife said
you cook therefore well your kitchen is completely not only dinner is yours; therefore now 25
years later on I must say i need this reserve for I do nothing like recipes from anyplace. Fun
book Loved the show, appreciate the book. Actually had a stylist say, I under no
circumstances knew that after I told her to lower my hair with its grain or flow as was said
during the series. great reserve from back the day. BEst reserve for impressing the girls From
fashion, to create, to grooming, to cooking, and even to socializing, this book has everything. It
isn't a complete resource publication but it has plenty of of everything to get you started. I'm
glad I purchased one. A grear, fun guide It is a fun read with a lot of sensible information for
anyone, not only men. Of course, the sections involving clothes and grooming are men-centric,
nevertheless, you don't have to be a man to understand cooking and decorating out of this
reserve. set up like the Television show, with a bigger collection of hints and help than could
be on a short program. I bought it for each man I know, single and married... Good design
never gets old. Reasonably priced & in great condition. loved the show---publication follows
the same structure. Would do business with seller again. listed. Good style never gets aged. I
understand it's been a while since these guys were on the atmosphere, but this book continues
to be awesome! a gift very informative and funny. Love the book. Well packaged. Queer
Eyesight for the Straight Man : The Fab 5's Guide to Seeking Better,. the Fab 5 are very
entertaining, and I was pleased with all the details in the book.. a great read.. Every man
should personal this this book gives great advice to men plus they should read it cover to
cover. Bought as gift for friend. Both I've done countless times but now forget. My sons also
have a copy and my hubby refers to it every once in awhile. An absolute must have for single
guys and a good reminder for individuals who are married. Fun Reading, AND you might learn
something Really FUN read . Loved so much I held it for myself! The primary message is definitely
they aren't going to transformation Who you are, simply make you even more presentable to
the contrary sex, your coworkers, and your family... Arrived as expected & IT series never
skipped funny and great tips on home style and cooking.. Queer Attention Fabulous! Like many
others, I though Jai's portion of the book translated much better than his helping someone get
theatre tickets on the present, etc.. Who wouldn't like this? My one negative stage is due to the
binding of this publication --- about 20% of the webpages had composing that disappeared
into the binding and was very hard to read w/o in fact breaking the backbone of the reserve
-- poor planning to whoever do the publication layout!
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